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Abstract. In this paper we address the two major limitations of standard Self Organiz-
ing Maps algorithm: i) The standard SOM finds different similarities among the sample
vectors each time the initial conditions are changed. ii) As the input space can be com-
plicated with a dimension larger than that of the feature map, the dimension reduction
in SOM often generates a folded feature map. To cope with these limitations, we pro-
pose the following: 1. Extend the neighborhood concept on the unit space by combining
Kohonen’s neighbors with a new set of units that we select in a fashionable manner;
2. Introduce a complementary learning rule that involves the information acquired by
the net during training, and which involves the network internal structure; 3. We make
Kohonen’s neighborhood function interactive with the learning progress according to the
training instant needs by assigning to each unit of the feature map a pseudo-neighborhood
function, which is a customized version of Kohonen’s one; 4. We establish an interactive
training procedure in which learning is not performed the same way during the whole
training process, as in standard SOM. The established novel learning algorithm makes
the resultant mapping not only invariant to the initial conditions, but also free of all
folding that may occur during learning.
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1. Introduction. Kohonen formulated the Self Organizing Map algorithm as a math-
ematical model of the self-organization of topographic maps, which are found in brains
of higher animals [1]. SOMs accomplish two things: they reduce dimensions and display
similarities [2]. The way SOMs go about reducing dimensions is by producing a map of
usually one or two dimensions plotting the similarities of the data by grouping similar
data items together.
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